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VENGEANCE BOMBERS OVER BURMA

Blasting Japanese positions in Myitha Valley, Vengeance
aircraft of the R.A.F, dropped over 60,000 pounds of high explosive
bombs in three days recently,

The bombs were rained down in a series of concentrated' raids

by a squadron under Squadron-Leader D.P. Gibbs, of London, A. which

had been giving close support to the army in breaking up enemy
movements.

These Vengeance aircraft dived down to 3 ,000 foot to release
their loads on troop reinforcements, regimental headquarters and

enemy positions cunningly hidden in the valley and the hills.

"We had a first-class view of the fires which preceding
formations of Vengeances -had started", Warrant Officer Tullett, of

Aberdeen, formerly a. student, and his gunner, Sergeant A. Mason, of

Barry, South Males, said.

"As we dived we followed down a, 'box* of our aircraft which
had razed enemy buildings nearby. Ac could see the bombs bursting
and fire breaking out in buildings on the ground, Then we turned
away, diving from 10,000 feet, and released our bombs on the targets
selected for our formations.

Facing fierce anti-aircraft fire Warrant- Officer Pilot

N. Holland, aged 25, of Port Arthur, Ontario, formerly a "book-keeper

(known to the squadron as "Dutch") ,
who has made 29 sorties with the

squadron, and his gunner, Flying Officer A, Shipton, of Potters Bar,
Middlesex, formerly in an advertising business, bombed a. Japanese supply
line and store buildings and then found one of their petrol tanks had

been hit.

"I was half-way down my dive through cloud when I got a Clash

of petrol in the cockpit, but we continued bombing and then turned for

home as soon as I could" ,
the Warrant-Officer said.

"Anti-aircraft fire must have hit my aircraft just a s we were

releasing our combs. I handed over to the airgunner, who flew with

the dual control for a time, and I managed to check the petrol wastage.
There was enough left to get us over the hills and safely home".


